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Your solution – every day
Let your cows enjoy pasture
softness in the barn. Cows
get up and lie down about 20
times a day – encourage their
natural behaviour and watch
the well-being of your herd
and finances improve.

Bring the pasture into your barn
A dairy cow puts most of her weight
on her front carpal joints as she lies
down. If that pressure causes pain,
she will remain standing. But if your
cow stands for too long, her natural
behaviour will be disturbed: she
will eat and drink less and her feed
utilization will suffer. This will result in
less milk.
Cows experience well-being when
they can rest at least 12 hours a day

and get up whenever they need to.
When cows behave naturally, blood
circulates properly, they are less
stressed, their digestion works better
and they produce more milk. Optimal
cycles of rising and lying also help
the recovery of foot lesions.
DeLaval cow mattress M40R is
designed to encourage your cows to
lie down and get up easily, so that
they can behave as naturally as if
they were out in the pasture.
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Cut your costs
Easy lying and rising, good hygiene,
dryness and slip-resistant bedding,
combined with the right balance
between eating, drinking and walking
mean long-term cow comfort. But,
of course, cow comfort does not
only benefit your cows: improved
milk yield also means higher profits.
In addition, you gain from reduced
treatment charges, while optimal feed
utilization cuts the cost of feedstuff.
DeLaval offers you and your herd
all these benefits with our reliable,
robust and cost-efficient mattress,
DeLaval M40R.
Reliable performance
This well-proven, rugged mattress
offers cow comfort you can rely on.
The 8-mm-thick top-cover features
a robust fabric layer and an easyto-clean surface. The specially
developed latex foam underneath
the mat is durable and elastic to
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give your cows a consistently soft
resting place. The top-cover together
with the latex foam gives you a
soft, strong and seamless mattress
solution which is easy to install.
DeLaval M40R is also slip-resistant
thanks to a light grip pattern on the
top-cover and because the mattress
is soft, which allows the cow’s claws
to sink into it.

back and front of the cubicle and
then to the sides of the cubicle row.
You know your farm and what
decisions need to be made. We
help you run your farm your way by
providing your solutions, every day.

Take full advantage
• Long-term comfort means long rest
times, relaxed cows, good milk
yield and increased profits.
• The top-cover of DeLaval M40R
is seamless. This provides better
hygiene, lower vet costs and 		
easier cleaning. Mould growth is
prevented due to the seamless topcover and because the latex foam
is enveloped in plastic.
• The M40R is easy to install. Simply
lay the plastic foil and latex foam
with the cover on top. Fix it at the

Technical data

Size

Material

M40R foam
		
M40R top-cover
M40R plastic foil

120 x 150 cm
120 x 170 cm
On rolls
On rolls

Polyurethane/latex

30 mm

Rubber
LD polythene

8 mm
0.2 mm
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